
redefining
the booking process

We’re

Rising above the competition
As a travel agent you need an intuitive and accurate booking system to rise above the competition 
and set your agency above the norm. With CETS (Central European Touristic Solutions) –  the first 
and long-proven reservation system for the tourism industry – you can exceed the needs of your 
customers, through this easy to use booking system.

The CETS graphic interface enables travel agents to confidently offer Austrian, German, Swiss, 
Italian and select Eastern European tours, through a vast number of tour operators.  Additionally, 
travel insurance providers and hotel specialists as well as offers for rental cars, cruises, railway 
tickets and more are completed in a few easy clicks.

CETS is suitable for both new agents and pros, and the intuitive system enables all agents to 
provide client-oriented consulting services during the booking process. Additionally, CETS 
continuously receives new upgrades and features for the latest, up-to-date functionality, providing 
agents a complete and up to date range of the latest travel offers. 



Rising above the competition
• Multimedia content, such as hotel descriptions 

provided as text, images or in video format, can be 
viewed during travel planning 

• The Package Arrangement feature allows you to 
sort all available offers according to price, hotel 
brand, accommodations, etc. 

• Banner advertising lets you view and book top 
offers with just three clicks 

• Low-cost airlines, such as Air Berlin, are easily 
booked via the reservation system 

• Hotel and flight data are organized for simplicity

• Newsflash provides quick or immediate 
information from the Travelport and CETS systems

Easy click and go – plus more
• Print invoice and ticket immediately 

• Obtain travel insurance, and print booking 
confirmations quickly 

• Make seat reservations via an intuitive  
graphic interface 

• Store intermediate data automatically for  
further editing 

• Retrieve detailed information about a destination 
such as requirements to enter the country, 
currency, visa, climate, maps, places of interest, 
events, and more 

CETS

For further information on how you can rise above the competition with CETS,    
contact Travelport Austria GmbH on 00 43 1 33733 700
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